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order t en found by experiment that in 
abrUpt °, av°id any ill effects from an 
body .Change in the position of the car 
vati0’n °to upright to inclined, the ele- 
°n that1 the °utside rail should not gain 
X of °f the inside more than about 
an hour inch Per second. At 60 miles 
^nctlyi a train will travel 90 ft. (88 ft. 
binary , this time, and with our or- 
begree -, for elevating at % inch per 
resPond t curvature, % inch would cor- 
ately, tht° 30' curve. Proportion
ne eg jt6 distance for a 1° curve would 
en8th tn and this would be our chord 
Jjieijj r a 60 mile speed. But this 
.nan 3=not a safe one on curves of mo’re 
*?6ger Ch°r thereabouts. And as the 
^tion thr°rd lenBth and resulting tran- 
n 18 m„IWS the curve inside its tan- 
bnentiy 1-h m.ore than the short, conse
ns an ohJfening fts efficiency in avoid- 
1 fniissibi acle’ bt is desirable and quite 
ength jn 6 to use a shorter chord 
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tofse r- ,®Pee(t varied about in the in- 
p.aUo of the degree of curvature, 

“e one , formula for elevation should 
bogree hvolving the square root of the 
Presented curvature, and that if E. re- 
lhe (je " the elevation in inches and D. 
We (0r ees °f curvature, then the sim- 
bot f„V®ula E-= V" D would give results
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av i, —^ vuiisiueraLiuiis, uui in out mere is a ten 
a unnecessary complication, and override the

three standard chord lengths. 60', 45' 
and 30' will be used, the first for curves 
up to 3° or 4°, the second to 7°, and the 
third from 7° to 10°. Main line curves 
sharper than 10° are seldom used, and 
when they are resorted to are necessar
ily run over at very low speeds, and 
considerations other than centrifugal 
force, properly so called, make it desir
able that the super-elevation should be 
still further reduced, hence, while it is 
still desirable to insert a transition of 
some kind, it is permissible to make it 
very short indeed. Our rule would give 
for a 16° curve, for instance, 4 ins. of 
elevation, while the older rule of % in. 
per degree would give 8 inches. This 
last is quite inadmissible, and the first 
more than will be found in good prac
tice, and for the following reasons:— 

Super-elevation counteracts the dyna
mical centrifugal force due to velocity, 
but there is a tendency to thrust against

outside rail the
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Transition Curves, Notation Diagram.

Recapitulation of Symbols and Formulas.
9 = A.G.

Deflexion Angle to any Chord Point = dn
Degree of Constant Curve = D.
Sub Tangent of Constant Curve = T. = A.H.
Sub Tangent of Spiralled Curve = Ts = K.C. 
Correction for Sub Tangent = O tan. £ A = G.L.

= — k nt 
10

= A

Chord Point = d. = .1 
10

curve which, while it acts in the same 
direction, is quite independent of the 
centrifugal force, and is due to the obli
quity of the car axles to the radius of 
the curve. At low speeds and on very 
sharp curves it is very much the most 
important component of the two, and 
no moderate amount of super-eleva
tion will counteract it to any con
siderable extent, but rather the re
verse, for the wheel is held on the track 
by contact of the outside flange against 
the head of the rail, and is constantly 
trying to climb up over it, and only 
prevented from doing so by the weight 
of the car upon its journal. Decrease 
this weight by tilting the car inwards 
until we throw all the weight on the 
inside rail, and the outside wheel will 
inevitably climb over and the car be de
railed. It follows that on a sharp curve 
with excessive elevation it is safer 
to move at a speed sufficient to generate 
sufficient centrifugal force to equalize 
the weight on the two wheels, than it is 
to crawl around it, and actual experi
ence proves the truth of this apparent 
paradox.

To return to our transition curve. We 
have established a 60 ft. chord for curves 
up to 3°, and for this curvature we shall 
have three chords terminating at points 
Pi, P=, Pu.

Refer to Figure 2.—The mean curva
ture is 1° 30', and the total length 180 
ft., giving a total deflection 2° 42' or 
162' and a tangential angle for Pa of 
162
— or 54'. As It has been shown that 

3
the tangential angle to any point is pro
portional to the square of the distance 
of that point from the beginning of the 
transition curve, then the corresponding 
angles for the intermediate points Pi and 
Pa will be (.%)* or 1-9 and (%)a or 4-9 
respectively of the tangential angle at 
Pa, thus giving an angle of 6' at Pi and 
241 at Pa. We have then for the 60 ft. 
chord transition the series of tangential 
angles:—

6XP=6'; 6'X2^=24';
6'X32=54'.

To run the curve by the transit we 
set up on the Initial point P. and turn 
off these successive angles from the tan
gent produced. Arrived at Pa, the end 
of the transition tor a 3° curve, we put 
in a hub. Setting up over it we sight 
back at P. and turn off for the tangent at 
Pa not 0° 54', but double this or 1°, 48' 
from which tangent we run in the 3° 
circular curve in the ordinary way. Ar
rived at the other end we simply reverse 
the process, or we may proceed as fol
lows, still referring to fig. 2 At Pa the 
3° curve produced would swing inside 
the transition and leave it at exactly the 
same rate that the transition left the 
tangent at P. Our angles from the tan-


